Obesity in America: Who Is Most
Affected?
-Nearly one in two adults likely to be obese by 2030
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Study Authors: Zachary J. Ward, Sara N. Bleich, et al.
Target Audience and Goal Statement: Weight loss specialists, bariatric
surgeons, nutritionists, family physicians, primary care physicians
The goal of this study was to assess U.S. state-level prevalence of adult
obesity and severe obesity.
Question Addressed:
What were the historical and projected obesity rates for specific U.S.
states, income levels, and subpopulations, based on an analysis of
data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System survey?
Study Synopsis and Perspective:
Body weight reflects the balance between energy intake through diet and
energy expenditure through physical activity. Body mass index (BMI) and
waist-to-hip ratio can be used to measure excess body fat. Although BMI

does not provide information on the distribution of body fat, a weightto-height ratio of greater than 30 kg/m2 is typically used to define obese
individuals.
Waist circumferences of more than 35 inches for women and 40 inches for
men suggest higher rates of metabolic syndrome and obesity-related
comorbidities. Obesity can also be classified based on a waist-to-hip ratio
of more than 0.85 for women and 0.90 for men.
The American obesity epidemic, its related complications, and possible
therapeutic options have been well documented by several organizations,
including by MedPage Today. However, less is known about objectively
measured BMI data according to state. Self-reporting bias limits reliance
on data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System survey -- a
nationally representative telephone survey of more than 400,000 adults
interviewed each year.
Zachary Ward, MPH, of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health in
Boston, and colleagues developed a method of bias correction to adjust
the distribution of BMI in the survey from 1993-1994 and 1999-2016 and
published the outcomes of their analysis in the New England Journal of

Medicine.
Ward and team adjusted reported BMI data for 6,264,226 adults (≥18 years
old) to align with objectively measured BMI distributions from the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) -- a
nationally representative survey in which measured data on height and
weight were collected via standardized examination procedures.
Measured data from 57,131 adults who participated in NHANES were used
for this purpose.
"By adjusting the entire distribution of reported BMI to be consistent with
measured BMI in NHANES, we adjusted for self-reporting bias while
preserving the relative position of each person's BMI," the researchers
explained. "Specifically, we estimated the difference between participantreported BMI and measured BMI according to quantile and then fit cubic

splines to smoothly estimate self-reporting bias across the entire BMI
distribution. Each person's BMI was then adjusted for this bias given his or
her BMI quantile."
For each state and subgroup, Ward's group looked at the prevalence of
four BMI categories: underweight or normal weight (BMI <25 kg/m2),
overweight (25 to <30 kg/m2), moderate obesity (30 to <35 kg/m2), and
severe obesity (≥35 kg/m2).
Results based on this approach suggested with high predictive accuracy
that almost half of U.S. adults are likely to be obese by 2030 (48.9%, 95%
CI 47.7-50.1) and nearly a quarter of adults are projected to be severely
obese (24.2%, 95% CI 22.9-25.5). Both estimates represent increases over
the current estimates of obesity and severe obesity of 40% and 18%,
respectively.
By 2030, most adults in 29 states will be obese, with its prevalence rising
above 50% in some states. Overall, obesity prevalence is not likely to be
below 35% in any state.
A state-by-state analysis found that obesity prevalence will reach 58% in
Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Oklahoma. States projected to have
the lowest prevalence of obesity by 2030 include California (41%),
Colorado (38%), and Hawaii (41%). The District of Columbia was projected
to have the lowest prevalence of all, at 35%.
Ward's group also estimated that the prevalence of severe obesity would
rise above 25% in 25 states. Nationally, severe obesity was likely to be the
most common BMI category among women, non-Hispanic black adults,
and those with an annual income of below $50,000.
"Our projections show that severe obesity will be the most common BMI
category in 44 states among adults with an annual household income of
less than $20,000, as compared with only 1 state among adults with an
annual household income of greater than $50,000," they wrote.

Ward and team acknowledged that the assumption that current trends
will continue is a chief limitation of the work. "Although our predictive
validity checks from 2010 through 2016 help build confidence in our
approach, projections through 2030 involve a much longer period, so the
uncertainty around our projections may be larger than estimated because
we assumed that current trends will continue," they wrote. Point
estimates may also have been less accurate for subgroups with smaller
sample sizes. In addition, researchers could not explore trends in obesity
according to all races/ethnic groups and could not adjust household
income for inflation over time (survey reported categories of annual
household income, as opposed to actual dollar values).
Source Reference: New England Journal of Medicine 2019; DOI:
10.1056/NEJMsa1909301
Study Highlights and Explanation of Findings:
Given current trends, almost one in two adults will be obese by 2030, and
the prevalence of obesity will be higher than 50% in 29 states and not
below 35% in any state -- a level currently deemed to be high. Researchers
also projected that almost one in four adults would be severely obese by
2030. Severe obesity is likely to become the most common BMI category
among women, non-Hispanic black adults, and adults with low income.
"The high projected prevalence of severe obesity among low-income
adults has substantial implications for future Medicaid costs," said Ward in
a press release. "In addition, the effect of weight stigma could have farreaching implications for socioeconomic disparities as severe obesity
becomes the most common BMI category among low-income adults in
nearly every state."
June Stevens, PhD, of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and a
spokesperson for the Obesity Society, said the potential public health
implications of the study "are, in a word, devastating. The projection that
nearly one in four adults will have severe obesity in 2030 is particularly
distressing," she wrote in an email to MedPage Today. "Severe obesity is

associated with much more disability, disease, and death than moderate
obesity. The high rates of severe obesity will impact our country's medical
costs and productivity, and potentially our national defense."
Stevens, who was not involved in the study, said that while the
projections are glum, they are based on the assumption that increases in
obesity prevalence will continue at the same rates as they have in past
years. That assumption need not hold, however, she said. With work, the
trend can be changed.
"Obesity is a difficult disease to prevent and treat, and there is no magic
bullet," she said. "It is understandable that some members of the public
are frustrated with the current therapies, but they indeed do work if
implemented. There is a lot we as a nation could do to better apply
current approaches, and to discover new approaches. We need to do both.
Prevention and treatment of obesity should be a national and personal
priority."
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